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Abstract

In this paper we shall clarify the structure of a discrete dynamical system, called by

the name "iteration scheme of modular type" in [1] , see an isomorphism between an itera-

tion scheme of modular type of order n and a product of some iteration scheme of modular

type of different orders, which constitutes the prime number factorization of the number n,

and show fundamental properties of the iteration schemes by example.
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1. Notations and Definitions.

Let Xbe a finite set, and/a mapping from Xinto itself. We call the system <A,

/> an iteration scheme over X: starting with an x from X, we are interested in the

sequence of successive iterations to /defined by

xk+1-f(xk) (｣-0,1,2-).

The fundamental problem is to investigate the behavior of this sequence, given par-

ticular assumptions for /

In [1] we assume that Xis a finite set Zm-{0,l,2--,in-1}, and/a function of the

following form:

f(x)=ax+b modm (a,b∈Zm)

or A a finite set Z^ and/a mapping from Zm into itself defined by

f(x)-Ax+b modm,

whereA is an nXn matrix with elements from Z�"and b a vector with elements from Zw

In this paper we assume that Xis a set Zm-¥0,l,2--,rn-1}, and/a polynomial

with coefficients in Zm, computed by the operation of mod m, that is,

/(∫)= diXn l modm(x∈Z*),
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where ao,ai,--,an are elements in Zw

Definition 1.1. We call a system Pw,m,a- <^f, /> an iteration scheme of modu-

lar type of order n (scheme, for short), where n and m are natural numbers, a- (ao,#i,

�",an) is an (n+1) dimensional vector with elements in Zm, Xis a set Zm-{0,l,2---,m

-1}, and /is a polynomial of the following form:

･<*>-｣

i=｡

diXn l modm(x∈Zm),

that is, the valuef¥x) is computed by mod m operations.

Definition 1.2. The iteration graph of the scheme Pォ,m,a- <X, /> is the graph

consisting of vertices which are elements of X and the following arcs: for all x in A, an

arc conects ∫ to/(∫).

Example 1.1. Let us take a scheme P2,i5,d,o,ii)=<X, />, where

Z-Zi5-(0,1,2- ,14), and/Cr)-.r2+ll mod 15 (j:∈X)

The iteration graph of the scheme P2,i5,(i,O,ii) is as follows:
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The longest stable period of the scheme is 6, and scheme has no fixed points as seen in

the iteration graph.

Definition 1.3. Let <Xi, fi> and <X2y h> be two iteration schemes. If there

exists a bijection p from Xi onto X2 such that the following diagram commutes, then the

scheme <Ai, /i> is called to be isomorphic to the scheme <^2, f{>¥

xl A xl

c　　　　　　　**　　　　　　　c

x2　A x2 ,

that is,
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<p'fl=f2'甲.

We write the above isomorphism as follows:

<Xufl>-<X2,f2>.

31

2. Isomorphism of schemes.

Next we shall consider a product of two iteration schemes of modular type of order

〝　and〝2.

Definition 2.1. Let Pwl)%ai- <Xu /i> and Pn2,rn2,a2- <X2f /2> be two itera-

tion schemes of modular type of order n¥ and ^2, respectively, whereサi, mi, ^2 and m,2

are natural numbers,

a^Ca^ ai",->unx)j

and

-/ (2) n{2) ...^(2)^

two (wi+1) and (^2+1) dimensional vectors with elements in Zm and Zm respectively,

X¥-Zmi, X2-Zm2 and

/iCc) =

I2(x) =

サ1

∑
1-0

n2

∑
i-0

di Xl*1'1 mod mi (x∈zmi),

afxn2-i mo(J m <x∈Zm2).

Then we call a scheme <X, /> a product of two schemes PサIfm.,a, and Pォ2,m2,a2J

where

X-XlxX2 (=ZmixZm2)

and

f(x):- (fi(xi), f2(x2)) (x- (xi, x2) ∈X).

We shall write the product by

"ォi,mlfai xpn2,m2,a2�"

Notice that product of finite number of schemes is defined similarly. We get the fol-

lowing result:

Theorem 2.1. Let mi and m2 be two relativelyprime positive integers, and let m

be theproduct: m-miXm2.

Given an iteration scheme of modular type of order n

Pw,m,a-<X>/>>

where X-Zm, a- (ao,ai ---,an) <^Xn+1 and
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n

f(x)-∑a%xn * modm (x∈X),
*-0

we construct two iteration schemes of modular type of same order n:

Pn,rnl,a - <Xu fi> and Pn,rn2,a2- <X2, f2>,
where

X¥-Zmi, A2-Z;/W5

α1=
i

n

川

.

d

H

U

α日
日
一

n
r
h
H
t1(

0α
( (1)

L,-,tln)∈XIn+1
a2-(aS¥a?¥-,a(?))∈yw+1

ao≡-(1#o(modmi),aO≡aム2)(modm2),

ai=ai(modrnO,ai-a[2)(modm2),

● ●●
an≡(modmO,an≡on(modm2),

h¥x)=

n

∑
i-0

aFx"-*　mod mi (x∈*l),

and

n

Mx)-∑aさ2)xn-i mod m2 (x∈x2),
i-0

Then the scheme Pn> m,a is isomorphic to product Pn> mv ai XPn m2ta.2f that is,

n,m,a-*n,mvai ^rサ,m2,a2*

Proof, The product of the schemes Pn,mvai and Pw,m2,a2 is the scheme

Pw,mlfaxXPw,m2,a2- ^-^1X-^2, g>,

where

g(xi, x2) = ifi(xi), f2(x2)) Cri∈Xu x2∈X2).

It is sufficient to prove the existence of bijection cp such that the following diagram com-

mutes:

X

輿

X¥XAs

⊥
C
･
♂
一

X

lp

X¥ xX2

For each x∈Xthere exist uniquely two integers x¥∈Xi and x2∈X2 such that

x…xi (mod mi)

and

x…x2 (mod m2).
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Let ¢ be a mapping from Xinto X¥×X2 such that

p(x)-(xi, x2) (x∈X).

The mapping ¢ is a bijection from Xonto X¥×X2. It is sufficient to prove that the map-

ping p is injective, since both sets Xand XiXX2 are finite sets, and

#(X)- # (XlxX2).

Let us assume that (p(x)=¢(y) ¥x, y∈X). Letting p(x)-(xu x2) and甲(y)-(yu ife),

we get the following relations:

xi-yi, x2-y2 and

x…xi (mod mi), x…x2 (mod m2),

y-yi (mod mi), y-y2 (mod w2),

Two integers m¥ and M2 being relatively prime, and x and y belonging to X, we have

x-y by Chinese remainder theorem ([2]). We shall show that the mapping ¢ is com-

imitative, that is,甲>f-g.(p. For each xin A, we have

g(<p{x)) -g(xu x2) - (fi(xi), f2(x2)).

Furthermore we have for each x∈X

x…x¥ (mod Mi) and x-x2 (mod m2)

So weget ([3])

xk…xi (mod nil) and xk…x2 (mod m2), /t-2,3,4,>

And, from the relation at≡at (mod Mi), and, at≡at (mod m2) (i-0,1,2,�"�"�",n), we

obtain

n             n

∑atx" -∑a¥l)x?-'(modiサO
i-0　　　　　　　　*-0

and

n             n

∑CliX" -∑a?xV (modm2)
1-0　　　　　　　　1-0

So we have

≡fi(xi) (mod mi)

and

≡f2(x2) (mod m2).

The numbers fi(xi) and hyx?) are uniquely determined in X¥ and X2, respectively.

Hence we have

<p(f{x)) - (A(xl), f2(x2)) (x∈X).

The conclusion follows:
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g(甲(*))=甲(fix)) (x∈X).

The schemes Pw,m, a is, therefore, isomorphic to the product Pn, mlt ax x Pォ,m2>a2

* n,m,a-アn,mvai^ "n,m2,a2�"

Example 2.1.

2,15,(1,0,ll) - P2,3,(1,0,2) X P:2,5,(1,0,1).

Now m-15, so mi-3 and m2-5,

P2,3,d,0,2) :/iC*0-x2+2　mod 3

6i醇

1ー0しノ

P2,5,d,O,i) :/2^)-x2+l mod 5

rト＼
0

運艶

(0,3)- (2,0)

(1,4)＼丁

(Q. E. D.)

We have the following iteration graph of the product of schemes P2,3,(i,0,2) and P2,5,a,O,i)

(1,0)

∫

一　　｢(0,1)｢

(0,2)
一一　　　　　　　　　　　二

/'′′

選寧

(2,2)-(0,4)

11,2)

(0,0)く‡…,3)

,3)(2,1)

This is isomorphic to the iteration graph of the scheme P2,i5,(i,｡,ii) (See Example 1.1).

3. Mam theorem.

We have the following theorem which seems to be important and fundamental to
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analysebehaviorsofschemes.

Theorem3.1.Ifmisapositiveintegeroftheform

m-p[%*'-plt,

where{pi)areprimenumberssuchthatpi<p2-'<pkandUarepositiveintegers

(i=1,2,�"�"�",&;k>l),thenaniterationschemePn>m,a-<X,/>ofmodulartypeof

orderndefinedby

/(∫)-

n

∑
i=0

diXn %　modm (x∈X),

where X-Zm, and a- (00,01-,an) in Xn+l, is isomorphic to the product of iteration

schemes Pw>m. a - <JQ, fi> defined by

Mx) =

n

∑
i-0

arxn {　modnij (x∈Xj),

whereMj-pl
ji,Xj-Zmjandaj-(aoj)aii),--,a{j))isinX?+lsatisfyingtherelations

di-ar(modm,)(i-0,l,2,-,サ;;-1,2-k),

thatis,

k
n,m,aォiip,n,mjtslj-

;-i

ProofTheproductlu-iPォ,m,,a>isasystem<Y,g>,whereF-IIy-i-X}andg

isamappingfrom/intoitselfsuchthatforeachz/-(xi,X2,-,Xk)∈Y,

g{y)=ifii.xi),h{xz),-,/*(**))∈Y.

ItissufficienttoprovethatthereexistsabijectionpfromXontoYsuchthatthefol-

lowingdiagramcommutes:

[Lリ

¢
.

g
 
l
 
y

⊥

0

g

一

方

　

1

　

y

¢
.

that is, a*甲=甲/. For each x in Xthere exists uniquely a vector (x¥, x2,-,xk) in Y

such that

x≡xj (modm;) (;-1,2,�"�"-,&).

Let us define a mappingやsuch that for each x∈X

p(x)-(xu x2,---,xk) (∈Y).

The mapping ¢ is an injection as easily shown by the Chinese remainder theorem, so is
●                       ●                            ●

also surjective, thus, the mapping p is bijective. And the mapping ¢ is commutative,

since for each x∈X
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g(甲(x)) =g(xi, X2,-,xk)

= (/l(xl), f2(x2),---,fk(xk)) ∈ Y,

and

p(f(x)) = (fl(xl)> f2(x2),-,Mxk)),

the proof of which follows similarly from the proof of Theorem 2.1. Hence the scheme

Pn,m,a is isomorphic to the product of schemes lly-i Pw,mjta>-

(Q.E.D.)
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